
A Chance in the Western World 

 Kanye West. Ye. Yeezy. Yeezus. God. In the eyes of many, all of these names are 

synonymous. Kanye Omari West was born an only child to educated middle-class parents, Ray 

and Donda West. He was born in Atlanta, Georgia and resided in Chicago, Illinois until he reached 

stardom (Collins). Life-changing events, including his parents’ divorce and his mother’s passing 

in 2007, led West to achieve more than he had ever dreamed of – this mindset was proven to the 

world in his most recent album The Life of Pablo. But let’s not get ahead of ourselves, now. One 

short walk to Chicago’s West Chatham neighborhood will lead you straight to Chancelor Bennett, 

a 23-year-old rapper who grew up with loving parents, lavish opportunities, and a lot of trouble 

(Chance the Rapper). Chance was suspended for 10 days during his senior year of high school for 

hanging with the wrong crowd and while this posed as a minor setback for him in terms of 

academics, it was what helped him record his first mixtape. When it comes to Chance the Rapper, 

life experiences – both good and bad – were what shaped his success and development as an artist, 

as seen in his latest mixtape Coloring Book. 

 While both West and Chance have experienced setbacks in their lives and managed to come 

out triumphant, the analysis of their recent works hints at the notion that their similarities may not 

exactly correlate with the types of success they have created. West might have graced the cover of 

TIME magazine while Chance was featured on Billboard, but what really matters is the influence 

they have on their audiences (Collins). A look at the comparison between The Life of Pablo and 

Coloring Book reveals the strikingly different trajectories the two artists’ careers have taken and 

the extent to which their actions have socioculturally influenced the world. Despite having a 

profound meaning behind the madness, the surface level first-impression that The Life of Pablo 

brings to the table is that of West’s projected misogyny and lyrics that aren’t for the faint of heart. 
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Furthermore, West’s bandwagon continues to slowly transform into cut-throat, materialistic 

monsters valuing what West believes is popular. On the flip side, Coloring Book mixes the fun of 

being an underdog in the rap game with the experiences of Chance’s growth as an artist, religion, 

and the joys of fatherhood. Chance has quickly corralled a large audience that embodies hope, 

optimism, and good vibes. 

 Sure, the differences between the two artists spotlight their varying career paths – Kanye 

West’s “I succeeded – I am the greatest” mindset inspires others to be passionate about what they 

love. On the other hand, Chance’s “I succeeded – you can, too” mindset reminds others that 

anything is possible. However, amongst all of their differences, one thing is certain: both West and 

Chance have revolutionized the music industry along with the world’s perspective on rap music. 

Kanye West and Chance the Rapper influence society in ways that seem unreal, inevitably bringing 

“God dreams” to life (The Life of Pablo). 
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